Since 2006 in most of Federation subjects local government has been acting on the basis of new principles of territory organisation and financial and economic governance. The key objective of the paper is to analyze the accordance of declared and real objectives of the municipal reform: whether it has provided real economic independence of local government and its protection from voluntarism decisions taken at the level of Federation subjects. Basing on the comparative analyze of fiscal decentralization indicators the author make conclusions on how these officially declared aims have been realised and formulated main results of the reform. Formally the significant financial stabilization of local self-government has been observed. But real economic and financial autonomy of municipalities has been constrained sharply. For examples, the list of local taxes has been shortened, now having only personal assets tax and land tax. Thus, on the one hand forming of territorial organisation of local government on settlement principle leads to having a big number of small, low-integrated municipalities. On the other hand, as a rule, the policy of Federation subjects is aimed at preserving economic and political dependence of local government. In this situation, in short-term period, the activities of local authorities should be aimed at the overcoming of negative consequences connected with the forming of huge numbers of small and financially dependant settlements. One of the solutions of this problem could be activation of integration and intermunicipal cooperation. But in the long-term period, the sustainable political and economic development of Russian municipalities will be provided only on the base of the true economic autonomy and real political independence.
The beginning of the 1990s was the period when there were launched important actions aimed at development of Russian local government. In 1995 the Federal Law, establishing general principles of local self-government in Russia was adopted. In the majority of Federation subjects direct general elections of mayors took place. The municipal financial system and system of local taxes began to form. In 1998 Russia signed European Charter of Local Self-Government. But municipal reform of the 90s was not a completed and well thought-out project. There were few reasons explaining that situation.
Firstly, the formation of local self-government coincided with the deepest economic recession and budget crisis. As a result of it the tempo of the financial base formation seriously lagged behind the tempo of the municipal political system formation.
Secondly, as consequence of the government system demolishing, significant part of federal recourses and political powers went to the level of federation subjects. Regional government bodies either executed or did not execute Federal Laws at their will. But Federal Centre had no sufficient recourses for controlling the regional authorities.
Thirdly, municipal reform was not the main political priority at that time. Federal authorities were forced to solve crucial current problems and could not concentrate on strategic aims.
Regionalization of Local Self-Government Reform generated wide diversity of municipal policy in different regions. In some regions local bodies were organized only on the level of rural settlements (for example, in Tatarstan). We could observe successful development of local autonomy if at the same time few conditions combined. The first one was appearing of active local reform actors (power mayors or local council). The second condition was the agreement between regional and local authorities concerning the place and functions of local self-government in a concrete region. The third one was the formation of effective institutes regulating self-governments activity at the regional level. But often local self-government authorities were under the rigid control of the regional government. Also the political autonomy of local self-government was not supplemented by financial and economic autonomy. As a result most part of municipalities formed deficit budget. What is the essence of main changes?
Russia has moved to a two-level model of local government organisation. The structure and organization of Russian government after Local Government Reform is presented in fig.1 As you can see now the municipal levels consists of two sublevels. The first is the city and municipal levels and the second is urban and rural settlements. Changes of principles of territory organisation have produced changes in structure and organization of budget system. The structure and organization of Russian budget system after Local Government Reform is presented in fig. 2 . Now each new municipality has their own budget. As a result the structure of budget system has become seriously complicated. 
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Also financial recourses for municipality development have changed too (figure 3).
Federal and regional transfers have begun to fulfill the main role among local financial recourses. 
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Shares of federal and regional taxes have been fixed for local budgets on a permanent base (in practice for three years). The new order of tax revenue formation has been very important for improving of budget planning. Earlier shares of federal and regional taxes were fixed for local budgets but could change every year. Also the list of financial recourses has been enlarged by addition of citizen's voluntary rate-paying.
The system of financial transfers has been subjected most serious changes. Now the federation subject has organized complete system of funds providing financial support for municipalities. Main types of regional funds providing financial support for municipalities are presented in table 1. Before adopting new Law, the rules of regional transfers system formation were determined by subject Federation authorities independently from Federal Government. One of the key issues being currently discussed by experts and local community is the accordance of declared and real objectives of the municipal reform: whether it has provided real economic independence of local government and its protection from voluntarism decisions taken at the level of Federation subjects. And today we can make conclusions on how these officially declared objectives have been realised. Analyzing the first results of municipal reform we can emphasize few main points.
Formally we can observe the significant financial stabilization of local self-government. But real economic and financial autonomy of municipalities has been constrained sharply.
Local Budget Revenues without subvention from Federal and Regional
1. In the revenues structure of local budgets the share of transfers from the budgets of RF subjects has grown substantially whereas local taxes are being cut. The general grants have prevailed in structure of interbudget transfers. The general grants have formed 57.4%, subsidies -27.9%, other transfers -14.7% from the total sum of interbudget transfers without Compensation Fund. But general grants are grants which have no stimulation effects on local development. This form of transfers can only level current budget provision but can not produce stimulus for economic self-development.
2. The list of local taxes has been shortened, now having only personal assets tax and land tax. The share of local taxes in total taxes revenues of aggregated local budgets has been only 10% (table 4). 5. Also we can note the limitations in the use of local real estate and providing of local public service. The competition between regional and local authorities has become tougher due to division of land and other immovables. Municipal bodies are limited in providing public service because some parts of important powers in education, medical care, social security have been transferred to the level of the Federation subject.
Thus, on the one hand forming of territorial organisation of local government on settlement principle leads to having a big number of small, low-integrated municipalities. On the other hand, as a rule, the policy of Federation subjects is not aimed at stimulating economic and political independence of local government. Western Europe there is a steady trend of forming highly-integrated municipal systems. Thus in Western Europe the share of municipalities with population of less than 1000 residents amounts to no more than 5% of their total number. The situation is similar in Lithuania, Estonia, Slovenia and Poland, where at the very beginning of the reforms they followed the way of setting up integrated systems of local government when municipalities are directed towards involving bigger part of population without taking into account the geographical borders of the settlement.
There might be the following forms of integration interaction:
• activation of interaction between primary territorial-governing entities and stimulating of horizontal integration;
• creating intermediary levels of territorial governance between municipalities and Federation subjects, coordinating the activities of municipalities in specific economic and social projects;
• reviewing distribution of powers between different levels of authorities and enhancing the efficiency of interbudget relations on the basis of applying tools that stimulate selfdevelopment of municipal entities.
The tasks of further research are to develop the model of integration interaction that takes into account the Russian specific character of local government and that is capable of modification considering the conditions of a concrete Federation subject.
But in the long-term period, we are sure, that sustainable political and economic development of Russian municipalities will be provided only on the base of the true economic autonomy, clear distribution of rights and powers between federal, regional and municipal bodies, and real political independence of local self-government, representing interests of local community.
